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RETORT ROOM MACHINERY FROM  

THE RETORT PEOPLE 

 

RETORT ROOM  EQUIPMENT 
Allpax is a retort manufacturer that also builds a wide range of 
integrated robotics, automated material handling and auxiliary 
equipment for the retort room. The Gantry style Pouch Loader 
automatically loads pouches into pouch trays, At high speeds, 
for retorting.  
 

LOADING POUCHES  
The Gantry Style Pouch Loader is designed to accept pouches 
on the infeed conveyor. It stages the pouches on the conveyor 
through stop gates, then utilizing a pick and place servo 
controlled suction head it delivers the pouches to a tray. The 
trays are stacked to form a cube which is conveyed to the retorts 
for processing.   
The Unloader works in the reverse, it accepts cubes, then de-
stacks each cube into individual trays. The pouches are 
removed by a servo controlled pick and place suction head and 
are transferred to the discharge conveyor through a patented 
delivery mechanism. A tray tipper ensures the tray is completely 
empty before being re-stacked into an empty cube. 
 
HIGH SPEED POUCH PROCESSING 
An automated pouch loader eliminates labor intensive manual 
loading. And the costly ergonomic issues of handling heavily 
loaded cubes. Utilizing a Gantry Style Pouch Loader the line 
speed can exceed 500 pouches per minute with very little 
manual intervention.   
 

STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION  
The Gantry Style Pouch Loader is constructed out of   
304-Stainless Steel that is laser cut using computer control for 
exact precision and tolerances.   
The Gantry style Pouch Loader is manufactured and assembled 
using severe-duty components. The machine includes  
heavy-duty components built to withstand the demands of high 
speed operation. 

 
 

 

 
  
EQUIPMENT FEATURES  
  

�  304 Stainless Construction  

�  Patented delivery mechanism   

�  Severe Duty Components  

�  Automated Container Staging  

�  Automated Tray Indexing  

�  Automated Tray Stacking & De-stacking  

�  Automated Tray Infeed & Eject 

�  Automated Tipping mechanism  

�  USA / Standard Components  

�  Intralox Conveyor Belting  

�  VFD controlled conveyor motors  

�  Color TouchScreen Operator Interface  

�  Advanced PLC / VLC control system  

�  ABRS-Ready System Integration Advanced  

PLC / VLC control system  

�  Instant / On-Line Modem Support  

�  Precision Servo Operation for  

Positioning Accuracy and Rapid Changeover  
  
  
LAYOUT  
See Reverse Side for General Equipment Footprint. Contact  
Allpax with your specific pouch size and line speed 
requirements.  
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Machines are fabricated, assembled, integrated with controls and 
tested at Allpax before shipping. 
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Allpax offers variations on our Loader designs to meet the 
production requirements of our customer. These designs are usually 

specific to the container being processed. 


